When you choose to LIVE UNITED, you
choose to be a change maker.
A team player. A helping hand.
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and ability to overcome obstacles.
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We asked for the input and ideas of our community. You
spoke and we listened, creating new goals. These goals all
circle around one theme: creating a resilient community.
Building resilience will strengthen our neighbors and our
community to make a bright future under any circumstance!
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With your donation and partnership, we will strengthen the
Greater Helena Area because we believe in putting local
dollars toward local solutions. Your gift will help us make the
following goals a reality:
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Community mental health will be improved.
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While we continue to work toward these goals, our team will
engage with our community in new and innovative ways. The
work we will build upon includes:
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Powering volunteerhelena.org, building a
sense of connection among our neighbors
and improving community mental health.

Housing an average of 3 people per week to
make homelessness rare, brief and nonrecurring through strategic collaboration.
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Providing an environment where our community is
free to give open, honest feedback to ensure our
work is relevant and responsive to local needs.

Connecting people to critical, local resources
they critically need by updating 2-1-1, a
service available via phone and the internet
(Montana211.org).

Leading the Early Childhood Coalition to
help children and their caregivers thrive
and succeed together.

Returning over $2.4 million to our neighbors
over the last three years to help them be
more financial stabile via the Free Tax Help
Coalition and advocacy efforts.

Reducing risky behaviors, improving literacy and
supporting early childhood education to give
children in the tri-county area strong foundations
for bright futures.
Collaborating with various nonprofits,
businesses, individuals, the City and County
to close gaps between programs and services
so all our neighbors are empowered
to lead their best lives.
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None of this is possible without
your generous support!
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This work is only possible thanks to community members
like you. Your gifts, advocacy and volunteer service help
us to advance health, education and financial stability in
our community.
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If you have questions or would like to see if your skills and
expertise could help us make great things happen, please
contact us at info@unitedwaylca.org or (406) 442-4360.
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work, please text PARTNER to 40403.
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